A new phase function normalization approach is applied to both the DOM and FVM for predicting radiative heat transfer in an extreme condition -highly anisotropic scattering media. Previous attempts to normalize the DOM result in a distortion of the overall phase function asymmetry factor. The splitting of each solid angle into numerous sub-angles in the FVM is shown to also produce a lack of conservation of asymmetry factor, even though scattered energy is conserved. The current normalization technique is crafted such that scattered energy and asymmetry factor are exactly conserved after both DOM and FVM discretization. The change in scattering effect when asymmetry factor is not conserved is examined for both methods. Wall flux profiles generated by DOM with old and new normalization techniques as well as FVM with and without phase function normalization are compared to isotropic scaling law profiles to gauge the accuracy of the techniques. The effects of changes in both optical thickness and scattering albedo are investigated.
INTRODUCTION
Radiative heat transfer is the dominant mode of heat transfer in many extreme conditions, ranging from high temperature combustion and thermal manufacturing processes to the interaction of laser light with extremely anisotropic scattering biological tissues [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In order to completely characterize the radiative heat transfer in a given medium, an accurate solution of the Equation of Radiative Transfer (ERT) is necessary. Many heat transfer processes can be modeled using axisymmetric cylindrical enclosures, which mitigates the solution of the integro-differential ERT by reducing the total number of dimensions from three to two. Many methods to solve the ERT are available, with two of the more accurate and simplistic methods being the Discrete-Ordinates Method (DOM) and the Finite Volume Method (FVM).
The early origins of the DOM can be traced to Carlson and Lathrop [7] , who developed it for use in solving the neutron transport equation in 1968. Fiveland [8] [9] and Truelove [10] expanded the DOM for use in radiative transfer analysis in three-dimensional rectangular enclosures housing absorbingemitting and scattering media. Works by Menguc and Viskanta [11] , Jamaluddin and Smith [12] , and Jendoubi et al. [13] outlined use of the DOM for predicting radiative transfer in axisymmetric cylindrical enclosures. In recent years, increased awareness regarding biomedical optics [14, 15] and medical laser treatment [16, 17] has mandated the necessity for accurate modeling of laser-tissue interactions. Guo and Kumar [18, 19] pioneered the use of the DOM for ultrafast laser-tissue applications, becoming the first to implement the DOM for the solution of the time-dependent ERT. Guo and co-authors specifically utilized the DOM to model laser soldering and welding processes [14] and also to study the effect of laser ablation of cancerous cells on surrounding healthy skin tissue [6, 15] .
The FVM is widely used to simulate radiative transfer processes due to its flexibility and elegance. In 1990, Raithby and Chui [20] first outlined the use of the FVM for solving the ERT. Chui et al. [21] and Kim and Baek [22] predicted radiative transfer in both axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric cylindrical enclosures containing absorbing-emitting and isotropically scattering media. Chui and Raithby [23] also calculated radiative transfer contributions using FVM with a non-orthogonal mesh. Chai et al. [24, 25] analyzed the FVM and applied it to solve the ERT in irregularly shaped enclosures. Murthy and Mathur [26] implemented unstructured meshing techniques for the FVM, using tetrahedral and triangular meshes for more accurate predictions in complex geometries. Other improvements to the FVM include extensions of the unstructured FVM for enclosures containing complex obstacles [27, 28] and the use of an angular-multiblock procedure to minimize ray effect with use of fine angular grids [29] . Similar to the work done by Guo and Kumar [19] , Chai et al. [30] solved the transient ERT for a 3-D rectangular enclosure using the FVM. Recently, Mishra and Roy [31] predicted combined conduction and radiation processes by combining the FVM with the Lattice-Boltzmann method.
Scattering in many media, including biological tissues, is highly anisotropic in nature. In cases where scattering is highly anisotropic, special care must be taken to ensure scattered energy conservation after directional discretization. For the FVM, Raithby and Chui [20] introduced a technique to conserve scattered energy explicitly, in which an average phase function between two solid angles is calculated by further splitting each solid angle into numerous sub-angles. This technique has been repeatedly shown to accurately conserve scattered energy [32] . Such a splitting technique is not possible in the DOM, due to the fact that the directions chosen in the DOM must satisfy particular moment constraints. Thus, in order to conserve scattered energy after DOM discretization, phase function normalization is implemented. Several techniques have been previously introduced to normalize the phase function so that scattered energy is explicitly conserved [33, 34] .
The normalization procedures for the DOM, however, have been shown to alter the overall asymmetry factor of the scattering phase function [32] . This leads to large discrepancies in predicted radiative flux profiles due to large changes in scattering effect. Regarding the FVM, Boulet et al. [32] reported that the solid angle splitting technique of Raithby and Chui [20] conserves both scattered energy and asymmetry factor of the original phase function. However, detailed analysis presented here shows that asymmetry factor is not exactly conserved when this splitting technique is used, mandating the need for further consideration. Results for both methods indicate the necessity for consideration of conservation of both scattered energy and asymmetry factor when normalizing the scattering phase function.
In this treatise, a new phase function normalization technique developed by Hunter and Guo [35, 36] that guarantees conservation of scattered energy and asymmetry factor is applied to both the DOM and the FVM for highly anisotropic scattering in an axisymmetric cylindrical enclosure. The necessity of normalization in both methods is presented. The change in overall scattering effect before and after normalization is analyzed. Side and end wall flux profiles calculated using the DOM with both old and new normalization techniques and the FVM with and without normalization are compared to each other, as well as to those generated with the isotropic scaling law. The effects of both scattering albedo and optical thickness are compared. The impact of solid-angle splitting on both flux profiles and CPU convergence time is analyzed for both the normalized and non-normalized FVM procedure. where the radiative source term , can be further expanded as
NOMENCLATURE
The two terms in Eq. (2) account for medium blackbody emission and radiant energy scattering between an incoming direction and outgoing direction . The direction cosines , , and in Eq. (1) correspond to the , , and directions, respectively.
The radial side wall and axial end walls of the cylindrical enclosure are taken to be gray and diffuse emitters and reflectors. The emanating intensity in a direction from a single point on the enc wall is given by losure
where the initial term accounts for the wall emissive power and the secondary term accounts for the collective reflection of all incoming intensities. For black walls, reflectivity ρ becomes zero, leaving only the initial term for the boundary condition. Finally, an axisymmetric boundary condition is imposed at the radial centerline r = 0. At any point on the enclosure wall, the radiative heat flux can be determined using the following expression
The Mie phase function Φ is highly oscillatory, making numerical implementation extremely difficult [1, 2] . To avoid such complications in numerical simulation, phase function approximations are generally adopted. A commonly used phase function approximation, due to its ability to accurately capture the strong-forward scattering peak for highly anisotropic scattering, is the Henyey-Greenstein (HG) phase function [1, 2, 34] . The HG phase func commonly expressed, in analytic for , as tion is m
where is the phase function asymmetry factor, a measure of the average cosine of the scattering angle Θ.
Regardless of the approximation chosen, the scattering phase function Φ must satisfy the following relation to guarantee conservation of scattered energy in the system [1,2]
Secondly, the asymmetry factor can be related to the scattering phase fu ction Φ through the following integral relationship
Both of the conditions given by Eqs. (6-7) should remain satisfied after DOM or FVM discretization [35, 36] .
SCATTERING PHASE FUNCTION NORMALIZATION
In this study, both the DOM and FVM were used to solve the ERT. Details on the full discretization and solution procedure for both the DOM and FVM are not presented here, for brevity, but can be found in textbooks [1, 2] and journal publications [14, 18, 19, 37] .
Using the DOM, the scattered energy conservation constraint of Eq. ( ) can be discretized, for a given direction , as
where is the discrete quadrature weight for direction , and Φ ′ is the discrete scattering phase function from direction ′ into direction . The discrete scattering phase function can be expressed using the Henyey-Greenstein approximation, for an axisymmetric cylind edium, as rical m
where each Θ Θ can be calculated using directi of the scattering angles and on cosines cos Θ cos Θ
(10)
For the axisymmetric cylindrical medium, the discrete ordinate η is calculated using the relation η
1
. The square root operator leads to two possible signs for the product , mandating the necessity for using two separate scattering angles in q. (9) . E The relationship between asymmetry factor and phase function Φ given by Eq. (7) can be discretized generally using the DOM as follows
where Eq. (7) has been divided on both sides by to produce a relationship similar to Eq. (8) . Once again, care must be taken as before regarding the two possible signs of the discrete ordinate η. Using the scattering angle relationships in Eq. (10), the product Φ cos Θ can be calculated using an average of phase functions calculated at each scattering angle:
The conservation relations of Eqs. (8) and (11) should be satisfied after DOM discretization. However, these relations are not explicitly satisfied when scattering is highly anisotropic. Figure 1 plots conservation ratios of both scattered energy and asymmetry factor vs. prescribed asymmetry factor for various DOM quadratures with anisotropic scattering.
Fig. 1:
Examination of conservation of scattered energy and asymmetry factor vs. prescribed asymmetry factor after DOM discretization without normalization
For prescribed asymmetry factors of 0.7 and smaller, the scattered energy and asymmetry factor are effectively conserved without any phase function normalization. However, as asymmetry factor increases, a drastic deviation from unity is seen for both conservation ratios. An increase in number of directions from 168 (S12) to 288 (S16) improves the results for highly anisotropic scattering, but the lack of strict conservation indicates the necessity for phase function normalization.
Previous publications have presented phase function normalization techniques that guarantee the conservation of scattered energy. The most well-known technique, introduced by Kim and Lee [33] , is to normalize the phase function in the following m ne an r
The multiplication of each discrete phase function value by the inverse of Eq. (8) guarantees that scattered energy will remain conserved. Another approach, presented by Wiscombe [34] , introduces specific corrective factors for each direction, normalizing the isc ti value as follows d rete phase func on
where the corrective factors γ and γ are solutions of the sys m of equations
Either technique can be implemented to guarantee exact conservation of scattered energy. While the previous normalization techniques do guarantee conservation of scattered energy, work by Boulet et al. [32] showed that these normalization techniques produce similar deviations in the overall shape of the discretized phase function when scattering is highly anisotropic. Figure 2 examines the conservation ratio of scattered energy and asymmetry factor vs. prescribed asymmetry factor for various DOM quadrature sets using the normalization technique of Eq. (13) .
It is seen from Figure 2 that the normalization technique does conserve scattered energy for all asymmetry factors. However, significant deviations in the conservation of asymmetry factor appear as prescribed asymmetry factor increases. For the S8 quadrature, the lack of conservation appears for values of greater than 0.5, whilst for the S16 quadrature lack of conservation starts to appear for greater than 0.7. For example, when prescribing an asymmetry factor of = 0.95, discretizing using the DOM S16 quadrature alters the actual phase function asymmetry factor to = 0.983. These results show that, after DOM discretization with the previously published normalization techniques, the asymmetry factor relation of Eq. (11) is not explicitly satisfied. Using the FVM, the scattered energy conservation relation of Eq. (6) can be ex ressed, for a given direction , as p
where ΔΩ is the discrete solid angle corresponding to direction . This condition is only exactly satisfied if scattering is isotropic [24] . Chui and Raithby [20] introduced a technique to ensure that the preceding equation remains true for both isotropic and anisotropic scattering. They further subdivided each solid angle into many smaller sub-angles, and used the radiant scattered energy between each individual sub-angle to determine an average scattering phase fun on between two solid an s. cti gle The average scattering phase function Φ between solid angles ΔΩ and ΔΩ is calculated as
Using the FVM, Eq. (17) can be discretized as follows
where Φ is the discrete scattering phase function between two specific sub-angles ΔΩ and ΔΩ , and and are the number of total sub-angle divisions in solid angles ΔΩ and ΔΩ , respectively. For a given direction , the discretized scattered energy co ervation condition can be rewritten as ns
Using the average phase function calculated from the solidangle splitting technique, this summation is explicitly satisfied for both isotropic and anisotropic scattering [20] . The asymmetry factor conservation relation of Eq. (7) can be discretized ing the FVM, for a given direction , as us
Analysis must be done to determine whether this summation is explicitly guaranteed using the solid-angle splitting technique of Chui and Raithby [20] . Figures 3(a) and 3(b) examine conservation ratios of scattered energy and asymmetry factor after FVM discretization. The FVM 288 scheme was used, in which the total solid angle 4 is divided into 16 azimuthal angles and 18 polar angles , or x = 16 x 18. Each solid angle was then further subdivided into x equally spaced sub-angles. The conservation ratio variations were examined for varying polar angle with azimuthal angle held constant. Solid angle splitting of up to x = 24 x 24 was used for the analysis. For = 0.9, scattered energy is effectively conserved for x = 16 x 16, whereas for = 0.95 splitting of x = 24 x 24 is necessary to conserve scattered energy. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) reiterate the previous statement that the splitting technique exactly conserves scattered energy. However, in both cases, a deviation from unity is seen when examining the conservation ratio of asymmetry factor. For = 0.95, for example, the conservation ratio for asymmetry factor ranges from 0.976 to 0.997 for x = 24 x 24. This leads to an overall asymmetry factor of = 0.936, a reduction from the prescribed value. Further subdivision of each solid angle does not improve the conservation of asymmetry factor.
For both the DOM and FVM, the need for improved phase function normalization has been established. The normalization procedure must both satisfy the conservation of scattered energy and preserve the overall asymmetry factor of the system. To ensure these two conditions are met, the phase function normalization technique presented by Guo and Hunter [35, 36] is used in this study. For the DOM, the phase function can be normalized in the llo n fo wing man er:
where are normalization parameters corresponding to two given directions and . The normalized phase function Φ satisfies the conservation of scattered energy and asymmetry factor constraints, i.e.
(a) (b) Fig. 3 : Examination of conservation of scattered energy and asymmetry factor vs. polar angle for a given azimuthal angle for FVM using various numbers of solid-angles for a) g = 0.9 and b) g = 0.95
For the FVM, the same normalization procedure is applied, with Φ in Eq. (21) being replaced by the average scattering phase function Φ and the directional weight in Eqs. (22a-b) replaced by the discrete solid angle ΔΩ . The normalized phase function also sa fie symmetry constraint tis s the
The system given by Eqs. (22a-b) consists of a total of 2 equations. Using the symmetry constraint, the number of variables in this system is reduced to /2. There are more variables than equations in this system, giving rise to many possible solutions for the normalization parameters . The desired algebraic solution is the minimum-norm solution, which can be obtained using QR decomposition [40] . The minimum-norm solution determines the values of the normalization parameters that will exactly conserve both asymmetry factor and scattered energy simultaneously.
The previous results show that, for highly anisotropic scattering, the overall asymmetry factors produced by the DOM with old normalization technique and the FVM without normalization are altered from the prescribed value. The effect of small changes in asymmetry factor can be seen in Figure 4 . According to the isotropic scaling law [38, 39] , the reduced scattering coefficient can be expressed as 1
. The change in overall scattering effect can be evaluated comparing the value of 1 before and after DOM/FVM discretization. For both the FVM and DOM, when the new normalization procedure is used, there is absolutely no change in scattering effect. For the DOM with the old normalization, deviations in scattering effect start to manifest for greater than 0.7, with a 66.0% difference seen for = 0.95. For the FVM without normalization using solid angle splitting x = 24 x 24, a change in scattering effect is seen for all prescribed asymmetry factors, although the magnitude only reaches 27.3% at = 0.95. The significant discrepancy in scattering effect for highly anisotropic scattering indicates the necessity of conserving asymmetry factor after discretization.
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) plot discretized and theoretical phase function values versus cosine of the scattering angle. Figure  5 (a) shows phase function values discretized using the DOM with both old and new normalization techniques for = 0.8 and = 0.95. As indicated in Figure 2 , the discrepancy in asymmetry factor conservation for the DOM S16 quadrature starts to appear for = 0.8. Both the old and new normalization techniques seem to reproduce the theoretical HG phase function accurately for this asymmetry factor. However, for = 0.95, a large discrepancy appears when the old technique is used. The values of the phase function with the old technique are shifted from the theoretical, reiterating that asymmetry factor has not been conserved. These results match those presented by Boulet et al. [32] in their phase function examination. The new normalization technique, however, conforms to the theoretical phase function values. Figure 5 (b) shows the discretized values, both with and without normalization, for the FVM with = 0.95. At small cosine values, both accurately conform to theory. As cosine increases, deviations can be seen when normalization is not implemented. These "spikes" in phase function value cause the slight discrepancy in overall phase function asymmetry factor. The new normalization technique reduces these errors so that asymmetry factor is conserved.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The test problem for this study is an axisymmetric cylindrical enclosure with height 2 and radius . The aspect ratio / is unity. The housed medium is maintained as cold, and it absorbs, emits and anisotropically scatters. All walls of the enclosure are black. The end walls are cold, and the side wall is hot. All heat fluxes can be non-dimensionalized by the side wall blackbody emissive power. The computing station used for the simulations is a Dell Optiplex 780 with an Intel 2 Dual Core 3.16 GHz processor with 4.0 GB of RAM. FVM and DOM simulations were computed using FORTRAN, whilst the QR factorization to determine the normalization parameters was completed using MATLAB. For the foregoing results, the DOM S16 quadrature and FVM 288 scheme were used to ensure continuity between the number of directions used in each scheme. The spatial grid considered is The effects of the normalization procedure on flux profiles generated with both the FVM and DOM are analyzed via comparison with flux profiles generated using the isotropic scaling law. The isotropic scaling law reduces an anisotropic scattering problem to isotropic by reducing the scattering coefficient (as indicated in the previous section) and also by reducing the scattering albedo of the medium. Detailed analyses have shown that the isotropic scaling law, in general, provides reasonable predictions for anisotropic scattering [3, 41] . Recent work by Hunter and Guo [37] showed that flux profiles generated with isotropic scattering do not vary greatly depending on whether FVM or DOM is used for generation except in the case of optically thin media, where ray effect [42] is prevalent. Due to this fact, the flux profiles generated with the DOM with the old and new normalization technique, and those generated with the FVM with and without normalization can be compared to the isotropic scaling law for accuracy. Figure 6 (a) shows side wall heat flux profiles generated using the DOM with both old and new normalization, and FVM with and without normalization for a highly anisotropic purely scattering media. The medium is taken to be optically thick, with 25. For = 0.8, both DOM profiles accurately conform to the isotropic scaling law, with maximum percent differences of 2.95% and 2.27% occurring when the old and new normalization techniques are used, respectively.
A larger discrepancy is seen when the FVM profiles are examined, with a maximum percentage difference of 5.53% seen when normalization is ignored, and 2.49% when normalization is considered. The FVM and DOM profiles with new normalization produce very similar flux profiles. When asymmetry factor is increased to = 0.95, discrepancies become much more clear. For the DOM, when the old normalization is implemented, the flux profiles overpredict the isotropic scaling law by a maximum of 25.43% at the axial midpoint. However, when the new normalization technique is used, the maximum difference decreases to 4.06%. This shows a marked improvement in flux profile accuracy when the new normalization technique is considered. Similar results can be seen using the FVM, with maximum percentage differences of 4.71% and 2.95% when normalization is ignored and implemented, respectively. Figure 6 (b) plots end wall flux profiles generated with the same methods as Figure 6(a) , under the same conditions. The discrepancy between normalized and non-normalized FVM, and DOM with old and new normalization is much more easily seen near the radial centerline. For = 0.8, DOM with old normalization and new normalization fairly accurately approximate the isotropic scaling law, with maximum differences of 2.96% and 2.03%, respectively. The nonnormalized FVM and normalized FVM underpredict isotropic scaling by 15.37% and 8.08%, respectively, showing an improvement when normalization is considered. Once again, as asymmetry factor increases to = 0.95, the discrepancies in flux profiles vastly increase. The DOM with old normalization and FVM without normalization differ by a maximum of 18.35% and 15.73% at the radial centerline. Conversely, when the new normalization technique is implemented, the DOM and FVM differ by a maximum of 4.26% and 4.25%, respectively. The large improvement in accuracy when compared to the isotropic scaling law shows that normalization is imperative for optically thick, highly anisotropic scattering media.
Differences between FVM and DOM profiles using the new normalization stem from the differences in angular discretization inherent with each method. Figure 7 (a) shows a comparison of side wall flux profiles generated using DOM with old and new normalization, FVM with and without normalization, and the isotropic scaling law for a medium with = 0.9. The asymmetry factor used for analysis is = 0.95, and the profiles are generated for various optical thicknesses. For the optically thin medium ( = 1.0), the profiles approximate isotropic scaling accurately. The difference seen between the FVM and DOM profiles stems from ray effect, which produces physically unrealistic bumps in the DOM profiles between the end wall and the axial midpoint. As optical thickness increases, ray effect diminishes, but discrepancies due to the lack of conservation of asymmetry factor start to appear. For the optically thick medium, DOM and FVM profiles generated with the new normalization compare well to isotropic scaling, with a maximum percent difference of 0.75% and 1.31%, respectively.
Conversely, DOM profiles with the old normalization overpredict isotropic scaling by as much as 5.32%, whilst FVM profiles with no normalization underpredict by 4.94%.
End wall flux profiles can be seen, for similar conditions, in Figure 7 (b). For = 5.0, profiles predicted using the DOM and FVM with the new normalization differ by a maximum of 2.28% and 5.07% at the radial centerline, whilst profiles generated using the DOM with old normalization and FVM without normalization differ by greater amounts (4.46% and 12.46%, respectively). The deviations are extremely large for the optically thick medium. The DOM with old normalization produces flux profiles with a difference of 59.21% at the radial centerline, and the profiles generated with the FVM without normalization differ by 50.91% at the same location. The new normalization reduces the discrepancy to 4.75% for the DOM, and 22.90% for the FVM. For scattering albedo less than one, Kim and Baek [22] showed that FVM flux profiles tend to underpredict DOM flux profiles, a result also presented in the recent publication by Hunter and Guo [37] . This discrepancy is most likely caused by the difference in angular discretization, and describes why DOM profiles predict much closer to the isotropic scaling law than those generated with the FVM, even when the new normalization technique is used. Figure 8 plots the percentage difference of side wall heat flux profiles between flux profiles generated with the nonnormalized FVM with various degrees of sub-angle splitting to the solution obtained using the normalized FVM with x = 24 x 24 splitting. The profile generated with the normalized FVM with x = 2 x 2 splitting is also compared. The medium is taken to be optically thick, and highly anisotropic ( = 0.95). The difference between the normalized profiles generated with x = 2 x 2 and x = 24 x 24 splitting is extremely small, with the maximum difference of 0.38% occurring at the axial midpoint. This result shows that when normalization is used for the FVM, asymmetry factor and scattered energy are effectively conserved with only x = 2 x 2 solid angle splitting, negating the need for further splitting. In addition, the insufficiency of solid-angle splitting without normalization can also be seen in Figure 8 . The maximum difference between non-normalized profiles with varying splitting and the normalized FVM with x = 24 x 24 does decrease as the splitting grid is refined, but only up to a certain extent. As splitting is increased past x = 24 x 24, changes in the flux profiles become minute. At this splitting level, the non-normalized solution differs from the normalized solution by a maximum of 6.65%. The results of Figure 8 reiterate that solid-angle splitting is not enough to produce accurate flux profiles for highly anisotropic scattering, and phase function normalization must be implemented as well. The normalization procedure does not significantly increase the CPU convergence time for the DOM or FVM once the normalization parameters have been determined for a given asymmetry factor. However, the splitting of each solid angle into numerous sub-angles has a large effect on the convergence time of the FVM. Figure 9 presents a comparison of CPU convergence times for the FVM with varying levels of solid angle splitting for various optical thicknesses and = 0.95. Optical thickness has a much larger effect on the CPU convergence time when the splitting grid is coarse. For x = 2 x 2, the convergence time when the medium is optically thin is 3.46 s, while the convergence time for an optically thick medium is 42.7 s, a 12.3:1 ratio. As the splitting becomes finer, the effect of optical thickness decreases drastically. For x = 24 x 24, the convergence times for the optically thin and optically thick medium are 1323 s and 1378 s, only a 1.04:1 ratio. Figure 10 plots convergence time ratios of the FVM with varying levels of solid angle splitting to the normalized FVM with x = 2 x 2 splitting. For = 0.95, it was shown in Figures 3(b) and 8 that x = 24 x 24 splitting was necessary to ensure scattered energy conservation when normalization was ignored. However, when normalization was considered, only a splitting of x = 2 x 2 was required to produce an accurate profile. When splitting of x = 24 x 24 is used, the convergence time is 32.3 times larger than the x = 2 x 2 case for an optically thick medium, and 383.7 times larger than for the optically thin medium. This indicates a major advantage of using phase function normalization. Not only are the FVM flux profiles more accurate when compared to the isotropic scaling law, the convergence time is greatly improved due to the fact that the new normalization approach guarantees conservation of both scattered energy and asymmetry factor without requiring large amounts of sub angles. The convergence times for the DOM are of the same order as the FVM with x = 2 x 2 splitting, as there is no splitting necessary when the DOM is used for discretization.
CONCLUSIONS
A new phase function normalization technique that conserves both scattered energy and asymmetry factor simultaneously is applied to the DOM and FVM to be used for highly anisotropic scattering situations. The lack of conservation of asymmetry factor is examined for the DOM with previously published normalization techniques, and for the FVM using the commonly implemented solid angle splitting technique to conserve scattered energy. The change in overall scattering effect and distortion in phase function shape after discretization due to lack of conservation of asymmetry factor is also presented. Side and end wall flux profiles generated with the DOM with the old and new normalization techniques, as well as the FVM with and without normalization are compared to those generated using the isotropic scaling law to gauge accuracy. The variation of scattering albedo and optical thickness is investigated. For both the DOM and FVM, profiles generated with new normalization predict much closer to isotropic scaling than with the previous techniques due to the exact conservation of asymmetry factor after the discretization process.
The use of normalization in the FVM also dramatically improves convergence time, as it removes the need to split each solid angle into numerous sub-angles to conserve scattered energy. All of the results presented in this treatise mandate the importance of using phase function normalization for both the DOM and FVM when modeling radiative transfer in highly anisotropic scattering media.
